Mr. Jinsoo Kim, Regional President of GPF Asia-Pacific and Chairman of Global Peace Foundation Philippines received the national recognition as partner in service from the Inner Wheel Club of the Philippines, Inc. during its 54th IWCPI and 34th IWCPFI Induction and Turnover Ceremony last July 7, 2019 at Okada Hotel, Metro Manila.

The theme for this year's induction and turnover ceremony is "Together we can". According to the IWCPFI National President's Message, Dr. Amelia Jarin, to the NLTS & DLTS, 'Together we can' means that together they can be great as the dream they envision, reawaken voluntary service, and remain faithful and uphold IWC Pledge. GPF PH and IWCPI are partners in the Adopt a Community Project: IWCPI All Lights Village. They help ensure that the communities they are working with will have a clean source of light to result in a long-term change in security, education, livelihood, and health.

IWCPI, Inc. is in partner with GPF Philippines with many projects and programs that they conduct. One of GPF's program that has been adopted by IWCPI, Inc. is the Adopt a Community Project: IWCPI All Lights Village. They help ensure that the communities they are working with will have a clean source of light to result in a long-term change in security, education, livelihood, and health.

During the event, Adopt a Community Project: IWCPI All Lights Village was formally announced and introduced to all who attended the said induction and turnover ceremony.
Global Peace Foundation would like to thank the Inner Wheel Club of the Philippines, Inc. District 380 for giving us the plaque of recognition as Partner in Service for the Inner Wheel Year 2018-2019 during their Induction and Turnover Ceremony last July 25 at Club Filipino, San Juan City. We are hoping for more partnerships in the future that will further advance the vision of having One Family Under God through service and community empowerment.

Our Global Peace Foundation Philippines Chairman and Regional President of GPF Asia-Pacific, Mr. Jinsoo Kim, and GPF Philippines Executive Director received the Outstanding Leadership Award from IWCPI District 380. This recognizes his unparalleled commitment and benevolent contributions to the IWCPI’s various programs and projects. GPF and IWCPI are partnering to conduct projects and programs in creating an environment of peace and unity here in the Philippines. The two organizations, its leadership and members, work towards the goal of One Family Under God.
The House of Somang is one of the facilities which handles elderlies from the poorest of the poor families. GPW believes that the extended family is an integral part of building a peaceful ideal world thus it recognizes the role of elderlies as part of community-building.

Global Peace Foundation Philippines' (GPF PH) Chair, Mr. Jinsoo Kim and Executive Director, Mr. Aldrin Nituma attended the League of Corporate Foundation (LCF) CSR Expo 2019 held last July 4-5 to represent GPF PH. The goal of this year’s LCF CSR Expo is "to highlight collaboration among business, government, and civil society as a means to achieving collective impact" (LCF CSR Expo, 2019).

GPFPH JOINS LCF CSR EXPO 2019

GPF PHILIPPINES PARTNERS WITH NEDEX FOR ORGANIC FARMING

GPF Philippines joined NEDEX (National Empowerment and Development Exchange) as a strong partner network of Organic Farming Practitioners accredited by the Department of Agriculture. Last July 2, 2019 Open-Pollinated Varieties (OPV) seeds from the Department of Agriculture was awarded to NEDEX. A committee was created where GPF is committee member, convened and agreed to pilot new groups of farmers/women farmers to grow vegetables organically where their produce can be sold at the organic market of NEDEX every Saturday, if they can finished their product, NEDEX will buy everything. GPF and NEDEX conducted an orientation on Organic Farming in Camp Tinio Elementary School during their Parents and Teachers Association General Assembly.

Photo taken during the orientation of GPF and NEDEX about Organic Farming courtesy of Ms. Joy Remigio
In 2016, the ALV focused on strengthening its engagement with the community stakeholders. The project emphasized public participation to enhance community assets in improving the quality of life in the community.

The water facility donated by Korea was upgraded, its engine was replaced with solar panel by trading in with the local government in order to utilize the facility and now it’s producing clean and safe water.

The association also received 52 pieces of pig for their hog raising livelihood, a new livelihood from the Sustainable Livelihood Program of the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD). These livestock were awarded to 26 women members.

On July 4, 2019 GPF and Tamale All-Lights met the new Municipal Mayor of Bongabon to report and update the Mayor of the progress and development of their community and to seek endorsement of their Tamale Service Cooperative for accreditation of the Municipal Council. This will empower the community and entitle them to directly manage all the assets, development and on going projects of the community.

GPF Philippines All-Lights Village program is working on a partnership with the Provincial Government of Nueva Ecija to welcome an investor from Korea Electric Power Company (KEPCO) to install a solar farm in Nueva Ecija and Honorable Governor Aurelio Umali is very positive and interested with this project. DB E and C, a local company partner of KEPCO is processing for everything. GPF ALV is working on the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) budget/fund to go to ALV Nueva Ecija’s development projects.
CAPACITY-BUILDING

Last July 23, a capacity-building session and oath-taking ceremony was conducted in Kapt. Eddie T. Reyes Integrated School with the members of the CCI Better School Care Team.

To acquire more insight on Innovative Leadership, the team engaged in a challenging, highly interactive Creative Focus activity that fosters critical thinking and promotes collaboration, “Pressure Cooker”. Debriefing and reflective insights ensued.

The Oath-Taking became the culmination of the session, with each member pledging to execute their responsibilities without hesitation.

On July 30, another MOA-Signing, Oath-Taking, and Capacity-Building session were held at Kapt. Jose Cardones Memorial Elementary School. The partnership with the said school has been renewed for three years.

After the Oath-Taking, the Capacity-Building session ensued. The team acquired deeper understanding and stronger awareness on Moral and Innovative Leadership as they listened to the presentation and as they actively engaged in the Creative Focus activity.

GPF EDUCATION INITIATIVES

Global Peace Education (GPEd), the education division of the Global Peace Foundation Philippines, works with educators and stakeholders to ensure that students graduate ready to succeed in all aspects of twenty-first century life. By making education more relevant and comprehensive, graduates are better prepared to prosper in the workplace, build healthy and resilient families, and contribute to economic development and social stability.
MANILA CITY—The Catholic Women’s Club in partnership with Global Peace Women and Inner Wheel Club of the Philippines Central Pasig conducted a service project at Missionaries of Charity (Home of Joy for the Sick Children) in Tondo.

The organizations gave groceries and dry goods to the said beneficiary. Around 50 orphans have received the gifts of more than 10 volunteers from the two organizations.

They are hoping that the children be of this institution live to be social agents of change especially in the aspect of peacebuilding.

GPW believes that children are important in creating an environment of unity through promoting peace in the home.

Global Peace Women Philippines is a division under Global Peace Foundation Philippines that support the advancement of One Family Under God through engaging women leadership in the society.

PHOTOS

Courtesy of Ana S. Mira
The Global Peace Youth is established as the youth arm of Global Peace Foundation that supports the movement by bringing together young leaders of all faiths, cultures, nationalities, and interests under a common vision and universal values.
"WE PROVE THAT YOUNG PEOPLE CAN"

You can now avail the official GYS 2019 shirt for only 250 pesos! The details on how to order and to pay will be on these links:

- GYS MOA Arena: [https://forms.gle/2WLVS4YFwu73Av1m8GYS](https://forms.gle/2WLVS4YFwu73Av1m8GYS)
- Cebu: [https://forms.gle/8MhgHkQT48P9qdfi9](https://forms.gle/8MhgHkQT48P9qdfi9)

GLOBAL PEACE FOUNDATION PHILIPPINES

A PCNC accredited NGO
An Associate Member of the Association of Foundations
A DWSD registered and licensed NGO

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Visit our website at [www.globalpeacephilippines.org](http://www.globalpeacephilippines.org)
or
Call +62927381465

Our office is located at Unit 2307 Prestige Tower, Emerald Avenue, Ortigas Center, Pasig City

www.facebook.com/gpfphilippines  @gpf_philippines